CSI HQ Announcement!

As an additional facility for payment of CSI membership fee for renewals as also for new membership enrolments, Computer Society of India has opened current account No 060010200003582 at UTI Bank, 264-265, Vaswani Chambers, Dr Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai-400 025.

Existing and new CSI members located at places where branches of UTI Bank are available can hereafter also pay by local cheques the CSI membership fee through such branches by following the procedure given below.

1. The CSI member concerned should deposit the appropriate amount of membership fee using the bank’s paying-in-slip (format given below) by correctly filling in all the details specially those marked in BLOCK. Most importantly they have to mention the Membership No., Name, the above mentioned Current Account No. of CSI HQ and the Name of the Branch (Worli) on the basis of which reconciliation can be carried out.

2. The members should send the membership form alongwith photocopy of the paying-in-slip counterfoil containing bank’s acknowledgement, to CSI HQ at Mumbai directly or through the local CSI Chapter.

The branches of UTI Bank will transfer all such fees received from members to CSI HQ account directly

Queries to CSI Membership and change of address should be sent to: membership@csi-india.org

---

**PAY-IN-SLIP**

**DATE:**

UTI BANK LTD

**BRANCH**

FOR CREDIT OF CURRENT A/C

**ACCOUNT NO.**

**NAME:**

**DETAILS OF CASH/CHEQUE** | **Rs** | **P**
--- | --- | ---

**FOR CREDIT OF CURRENT ACCOUNT**

**ACCOUNT NO.**

**NAME:**

**TRAN. ID NO:**

**PAY-IN-SLIP**

**DATE:**

UTI BANK LTD

**BRANCH**

**ACCOUNT NO.**

**FOR CREDIT OF CURRENT ACCOUNT**

**NOTE:** PLEASE USE SEPARATE SLIPS FOR LOCAL, OUTSTATION CHEQUES AND CASH

**DATE:**

**NAME:**

**CHEQUE DETAILS** | **CASH DEPOSITS** | **Rs** | **P**
--- | --- | --- | ---

**BANK** | **BRANCH** | **CHEQUE NO.** | **DENOM. PIECES**
--- | --- | --- | ---

500*

100*

50*

20*

10*

5*

2*

1*

**COINS**

**TOTAL**

**SIGNATURE OF DEPOSITOR** | **ENTERED** | **VERIFIED**
--- | --- | ---

---
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